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Abstract
In the current internet community, secure data transfer is limited due to its attack made on
data communication. So more robust methods are chosen so that they ensure secured data
transfer. One of the solutions which came to the rescue is the audio hiding to ensure secure data
transfer between the source and destination.
The basic idea behind this research is to provide a good, efficient method for hiding the
data from hackers and sent to the destination in a safer manner. Though it is well modulated
software it has been limited to certain restrictions. The quality of sound depends on the size of
the audio which the user selects and length of the message. Though it shows bit level deviations
in the frequency chart, as a whole the change in the audio cannot be determined.
Frequency Transformation is a mathematical equation that mapping the image data from
the spatial domain to the frequency (spectral) domain , where all the pixels in the input
domain contribute to each value in the output domain with one – to – one correspondence
between the pixels. Information hiding involves transmitting secret messages through
seemingly innocuous files. The goal is that not only does the message remain hidden, but also
that a hidden message was even sent .Discreet cosine transformation (DCT) is used as one of
frequency transformation type and use it to hide the secrete manage (Audio) inside the carrier
(image) , after converting the Audio into a stream of bits . these bits will be embedded inside
the image using one of information hiding algorithms and use DCT as one of frequency
transformation .

-: الخالصــة
(frequency) انخحٌٕم انخشددي ًْ ػًهٍاث سٌاضٍت حمٕو بخحٌٕم انصٕسة يٍ انحانت انشلًٍت انى حانت انخشدداث
ٔبأسخخذاو احذ إَاع انخحٌٕم ًْٔ انخحٌٕم انجٍبnumerically انغشض يٍ ْزِ انؼًهٍت انؼًم ػهى انصٕسة بصٍغت ػذدٌت
ٍ( ٔسُسخفاد يٍ ْزِ انخحٌٕالث فً ػًم االخفاء انًسخخذو ٔرنك يDiscrete Cosin Transformation) انخًاو انًخمطغ
 ٔيجًٕػتbytes ْٕٔ انشسانت انصٕحٍت انًشاد اخفاءْا ٔححٌٕهٓا انى يجًٕػت يٍ الembedded object خالل ححٌٕم ال
ٔانُخائج كاَج يشجؼت حٍذ حى ادخال صٕسة ٔحطبٍك.  ٔحمٕو بأخفائٓا داخم انصٕسة بؼذ اٌ ححٕل انى انخحٌٕم انخشدديbits
. انُاحج ػهٍٓا
فً ْزا انبحذ لًُا بإضًاس صٕث داخم صٕسة بؼذ ححٌٕم كم يٍ انصٕث ٔانصٕسة إنى يصفٕفاث سلًٍت رُائٍت
ٍ حٍذ يكُُا يٍ ححٌٕم انصٕث إنى يصفٕفت يٍ ػًٕد ٔاحذ ٔ يMatlab  حٍذ أَُا لًُا باسخخذاو بشَايج,)1,0(
يٍ األػذاد
 ٔححٌٕم انصٕسة إنى رالد يصفٕفاث يخؼالبت إبؼادْا.8 bit ٍانصفٕف يٍ األسلاو انزُائٍت يكَّٕ ي
 حٍذ انًصفٕفت األٔنى حًزم انهٌٕ األحًش ٔانًصفٕفت انزاٍَت حًزم انهٌٕ األخضش8 bit ٍ) يكَّٕ ي1,0( انزُائٍت
ٌٕٔانًصفٕفت انزانزت ٔاألخٍشة حًزم انهٌٕ األصسق ٔنًا كاٌ انهٌٕ األصسق ْٕ ألم انٕاٌ انطٍف حشدداً فأٌ لًٍخّ انؼذدٌت سخك
ٍلهٍهت يًا ًٌكُُا يٍ إضًاس انصٕث داخم انهٌٕ األصسق ٔيٍ رى أػادة انصٕسة إنى حانخٓا انسابمت ٔرنك بؼذ ححٌٕهٓا ي
ٍٔرنك حخى ال َفمذ جضءاً ي
ٌٕ يغ يالحظت أَّ ٌجب أٌ حك.انشكم انشلًً إنى انصٕسة االػخٍادٌت
فأٌ انصٕث انًضًش سٍكٌٕ ٔاضحا ً فً أػهى انصٕسة نزنك الخشحُا بأٌ َمٕو بخٕصٌغ
ٌ ٔإرا كا.انصٕث انًضًش
.

ٌانصٕث ػهى كم َطاق انصٕسة بشكم يخسأي أي أ
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1.1 introduction
The discrete cosine transform (DCT) is a technique for converting a signal into elementary
frequency
components.
It
is
widely
used in image compression and sometime used in information hiding.DCT functions illustrate the
power of Mathematica lin the prototyping of image processing algorithms[1]. the DCT is a close
relative of the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) [2] .
The transform domain methods operate in the Discrete Cosine Transform, Fourier or wavelet
transform domains of the host signal. The Patchwork algorithm (developed at the MIT) selects
random pairs of pixels, and increases the brightness of the brighter pixel and decreases the
brightness of the other. This algorithm shows a high resistance to most nongeometric image
modifications. If it is important to provide a protection against filtering attacks, then the
information hiding capacity is limited .[3]
The destination extraction algorithms can be divided into two groups: spatial/time domain
and transform domain techniques. In the former case information is embedded in the spatial
domain in the case of images, and in time domain in the case of audio materials.[4]
The rapid growth of digital imaging applications, including desktop publishing, multimedia,
teleconferencing, and high-definition television has increased the need for effective and
standardized image compression techniques and image information hiding .[1]
Digital images is pictures that have converted into a computer readable binary format
consisting of logical or's and 1's Usually , by an image we mean , a still picture that does not
change with time , whereas a video evolves with time and generally contains moving and / or
changing objects . Digital images are usually obtained by converting continuous signals into digital
format although "direct digital" systems are becoming more prevalent. Likewise, digital visual
signals are viewed by using diverse display media (display devices). The frequency with which
information transmitted, stored, processed and displayed in a digital visual format is increasing
rapidly.
An audio file format is a file format for storing audio data on a computer system. It can be a raw
bit stream, but it is usually a container format or an audio data format with defined storage
layer.[6]
Wave Files – filename.wav, WAV is short for Waveform Audio Format, Standard Microsoft
audio format used for storing raw sound files, uncompressed Wave files are quite large, but retain
all the sound quality of the original track, and easily manipulated with appropriate software
When information is hidden inside video the program or person hiding the information will usually
use the DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform) method .
DCT works by slightly changing the each of the image in the video , only so much though so it
isn't noticeable by the human eye . To be more precise about how DCT works . DCT alters values
of certain parts of the images , it usually round them up .For example if part of an image has a
value of 6.667 it will round it up to 7 .Steganography in videos is similar to that of steganography
in image , a part from information is hidden in each frame of video . When only a small amount of
information is hidden inside of video it generally is'nt noticeable at all , however the more
information that is hidden the more noticeable it will become .
1.2Discrete Cosine Transform [5]
The cosine transform is similar to Fouriertransform , using basis function only the real part , not
the complex . and they are cosine function not sine function .The two-dimensional DCT can be
computed using the one-dimensionalDCT horizontally and then vertically across the signal
because DCT is aseparable function.
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The two-dimensional discrete Cosine transform(2D DCT) of a block of N x N samples of a twodimensional signal I(r,c)is formulated as
………… (1)
for u,v = 0 , l , . . . , N – 1 , Where
…………………………(2)
The function I(r,c ) represents the value of the r t h sample in the c t h
row of a two-dimensional signal. C(u, v) is a two-dimensional transformed
coefficient for u,v= 0,1,. . . , N – 1 .
The two-dimensional inverse discrete Cosine transform (2D IDCT) is com puted in a similar
fashion. The 2D IDCT of C(u,v) is formulated as

...(3)
1.3Transform Domain Based information hiding[3]
Definition of information hiding: method of transmitting secret messages through innocuous carriers
in such a way that the very existence of the embeddedmessage is undetectable Examples of cover carriers:
images, audio, video, text data .The destination extraction algorithms can be divided into two groups:
spatial/time domain and transform domain techniques. In the former case information is embedded in the
spatial domain in the case of images, and in time domain in the case of audio materials. The transform
domain methods operate in the Discrete Cosine Transform, Fourier or wavelet transform domains of the
host signal. The Patchwork algorithm (developed at the MIT) selects random pairs of pixels, and increases
the brightness of the brighter pixel and decreases the brightness of the other. This algorithm shows a high
resistance to most nongeometric image modifications. If it is important to provide a protection against
filtering attacks, then the information hiding capacity is limited .
A popular method in a frequency domain is to modify the relative size oftwo or more DCT
coefficients in an image block, embedding one bit information in each block. The two coefficients should
correspond to cosine functions with middle frequencies which means that the information is stored in a
significant part of the signal. The algorithm should be robust against Jpeg compression, so the DCT
coefficients with equal quantization values should be chosen, according to the quantization table of Jpeg. In
the frequency domain the embedding process can usually hide less information into pictures, there is not
such an exact limit in the size of the embedded object as in the case of LSB insertion, where the number of
pixels, and the color depth determine the maximum size of the embedded data (and it was sure, that the
changes occurred during embedding will be invisible).
In the case of a transform domain operation the embedding process can cause visible changes if the
embedded data size is too big, and the limit where a given embedded data size does not change the visual
properties of the image is imagedependent. The following figures show the result of the embedding process
in transform domain.In the case of a watch test picture 50 kb embedded data (and above) modifies the
visible properties of the image, so when the cover-image is compared with the image original one it is
possible to recognize a modification.
2.Practical issues
This section concerns with the description of the simple design and implementation of the project. The
project's layout will be presented. Next, the implementation of the main parts of the system will be
discussed.
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2.1 The Proposed System
The Proposed System as shown in fig 2.1

Read Image
data

Read Audio data

Convert image
to(Grayscalle)

Read Audio data

(converting the
audio to Vector
of bits)

(DCT) Frequency
Transformation

Hiding Process

Results
(image with hided information)

Fig (2.1) The overall System Model
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2.2 Read Image
The images are saved as BMP format that start out with header followed by sequence of byte . The
size of BMP header is 54 bytes and the data of the image is beginning from 55 to the end of the
image pixel . The implemented image is describe as 24 bit per pixel, each pixel have three band
(Red, Green, Blue) .this can be to get by use matlab programming to read image file
byimread(‘filename’) ;see appendix A

(a)

The girl image

(b) the grayscale of girl image

The histogram of colored imaged (a)

the Histogram of grayscale image(b)

2.3 Read Audio
We read the Audio file using the matlab programming by
auread(‘aufile’);
where aufile is audio file ,Then we convert the audio file into Bytes and then the Bytes into array
of bits (convert to the binary state B[ ] ) to prepare it for information hiding as in the following
algorithm:
Algorithm (1 ) Read Audio file
step (1): input the binary array A[ ] , A[ ] array of the data of read the
audio file
step (2):for I=1:n , where n is the numbers of elements in A[ ]
step (3): if A[ ] > 0 then
B[ ] = A[ ] mod 2
Step (4) : A[ ] = A[ ] div 2
Step (5): end if and for loops

2.4 information hiding using DCT
In LSB modification,is one of the techniques that used to embedded object is i.e. in two
dimensional space of an image .At the beginning the color-plane (R, G, B, or all of them) is
chosen, then using the DCT to convert these plane to frequencies using equation(1) will carry the
embedded object, by substitution the original bit with embedded bit using Algorithm 2 .
The embedding process requires the original image (I), the embedded object(S) and the three
parameters (color plane, pixels position, bit position) as input, the output of embedding process are
cover image (I),
The program of is as following:
input (‘Dbefore[ ] ‘) ;
input (‘B[ ] ‘) ;
for I=1:n , n is the number of element of B[ ]
Dafter[ ] = Dbefore[ ] * 252
Dafter[ ] = Dafter[ ] + B[ ]
end
disp ( Dafter )
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2.5information Hiding at Frequency Domain
The frequency domain is a space in which each image value at image position F represents the
amount that the intensity values in image I vary over a specific distance related to F.
The DCT is applied to construct the feature vector that will be used to hide information.
……(7)

D(i , j)

We apply the information hiding algorithm on the coefficient that result from algorithm of DCT.
An additional area that we explored was the information from higher order joint statistics of DCT
coefficients. We consider the collection of 64-dimensional vectors obtained by applying the DCT
on 8 × 8 blocks of an image, and taking the absolute value of the resulting transform coefficients.
We look at the absolute values of the coefficients in each 8 × 8 DCT block as a vector in R64.Each
image of size N × M brings N=8 M =8 sample vectors. We study whether the joint distribution of
DCT coefficients is affected by a hiding algorithm by means of statistics of the form w · v0 where
v 2 R64 is a vector of absolute values of DCT coefficients, v0 is its transpose, and w 2 R64 is a
projection vector that results from a training process.
2.6 . Check the resultand Conclusions
For all experiments we used different color(24-bits) then converting to grayscale images
.This is particularly appropriate for our work ,FirstThe audio file contains set of bytes. For e.g.
take an audio file which play for 10 secs. It has more than 60,000 bytes. Each byte is received and
checked ,converting it to stream of bits and save it in a matrix of 1-D(vector).
secondly read image data as matrix of three bands converting to it sequivalence matrix of
frequencies using DCT transform .then the resultant will be used in embed process as cover that
carry the hided information using the suggested technique of hiding LSB and used the vector of
bits as the embedded data inside the cover image.
We can check the result by subtract the result image from the original image. If the result
image of the subtract is pure black then the embed is failed, otherwise the embed is succeed.
We can notice from the histogram of both images the difference.

before the hiding

after the hiding

In this research we embed a sound file oftype wave inside aBMP image after converting both of
wave and bmp into a binary format (0's and 1's) using mathlab environment thatenable us to
convert the sound file to a matrix of(0's and 1's) of 1-D( vector) of 8 bits binary cells and
converting the image to 3 N X N matrices of binary (0's and 1's) each matrix represent a specific
frequencies that represents colors .the first matrix represent the red colors' frequencies. the second
matrix represent the green colors' frequencies, .the third matrix represent the blue colors'
frequencies, Although the blue frequencies tend to be the less of frequencies so, any simple
changes will not be noticed by human eyes. Using this property inhiding the audio data into the
blue matrix by substitution with a bit from the cover image bits. there are a variety of algorithms
for hiding information we use the LSB substitution algorithm .but we faced many difficulties the
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most impotent one is,if the audio file is larger than the image cover file, we solve it by checking
the dimensions according to the size of the over image we decide it can be embed or not .
( N XM ) < k
Where n, m the image dimensions, k vector length(of audio)
Example : if there is the image (hevrs.bmp) with size 2.85 MB and audio (true.wav) with 138 KB .
the shape(1) notethat image before hiding .
Now, in the shape (2) we are going to substitute the audio stream bits(vector) in the image but it
will appear in the above part of the image that because it effect the colors of the image so we try
to distribute them randomly to achieve the invisibility.
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